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            NEW ERA OF THE CRYPTO WORLD

            SIMPLE SHOPPING AND SAFE PAY

                        
         

         
      

      
   

   
   


   
      
         
            
               
                  
                     
                        
                           VISION

                        
                        
                           
                              Our vision is to become the crypto enterprise with the biggest number of users worldwide, the place where crypto owners can do online-shopping worry-free. We are also seeking to become the leading global  and universal crypto platform.

                           
                        
                     

                  
               

            

         

         
            
               
                  
                     
                        
                           MISSION

                        
                        
                           
                              Our mission is, to be our customer’s first choice. The place, where you preferably buy with crypto. We have committed ourselves to perform all our actions economically and eco-friendly.

                           
                        
                     

                  
               

            

         

         
            
               
                  
                     
                        
                           CONCEPT

                        
                        
                           
                              PAYERA is based on the concept of the most successful and most known e-commerce enterprise in the Asian region, but much easier to handle. Combined with SHOP- & CARDERA we offer a multifunctional solution which in this form does not exist on the crypto market yet.

                           
                        
                     

                  
               

            

         

      

   




   
   OUR PRODUCTS 

   
      
         
             PAYERA
             SHOPERA
            CARDERA
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             SHOPERA
            CARDERA
         

      

   



   PAYERA 

   
      
         

         
            The first crypto payment platform with a simple and secure Multifunctional solution

         
         



         
            
               

               Buyer

               
                  BUYERS are protected against criminals, as we offer a full consumer protection for all transactions done through PAYERA. This protection includes all conventional goods as well as services. You also have the possibility to do internal wallet transactions free of charge.               
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               Seller

               
                  SELLERS obtain the perfect solution to get established in the crypto scene and to increase their proper sales volume. We offer a full protection against volatility on the crypto market by offering an optional payment in Fiat or the requested coin. PAYERA also has lower fees and a shorter holding period compared to other systems. Sellers also have the opportunity to do internal wallet transactions free of charge.               
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               Everything at a glance with lots of built-in tools for all your crypto needs

            

            
               02

               Manage and exchange your coins with secured logon and fast transfers
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               Share your wallet address to receive coins fast without any fees

            

            
               04

               You have the ability to spend your coins at any external partner stores
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               Everything at a glance with lots of built-in tools for all your crypto needs
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               Manage and exchange your coins with secured logon and fast transfers
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               Share your private wallet address to receive coins fast without any fees
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               You have the ability to spend your coins at any external partner stores
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               SHOPERA

            

            
               Allows merchants and private sellers to offer their services and goods in the crypto market securely.
               


               Do it easy rather than complicated:
               	 Log-in
	 snap a picture
	 set the price
	 a brief description


            

            
               and your advertisement will be online. Through a location setup (optional) you can locate which article is for sale in your close proximity, and of course, you have the opportunity to pay with Fiat in the shop            
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               CARDERA

            

            
               A crypto payment card should not be missing of course.
Get your crypto-payment-card for everyday use to gain your flexibility even offline.
               

               

               The card is connected to your PAYERA wallet and you have the ability to make purchases or withdraw Fiat-money at ATMs as you are used to, except that you use the coins in your PAYERA wallet therefore.            

         

      

   





   
      
         WHY PAYERA?

      

      
         
            
               
                  
               

               Easy

               We emphasize great importance to security and a user-friendly operation.

            

         

         
            
               
                  
               

               Fast Transactions

               Transactions will be conducted within few seconds

            

         

         
            
               
                  
               

               Seller and Buyer Protection

               We guarantee consumer protection for all users

            

         

         
            
               
                  
               

               No Exchange Fees

               You can change or sell cryptocurrencies as often as you want, we don't charge exchange fees

            

         

         
            
               
                  
               

               No fees for Buyers

               Buyers are completely exempt from fees

            

         

         
            
               
                  
               

               Low fees for seller

               Seller pay a very low fee which can even become less through positive recommendations

            

         

         
            
               
                  
               

               Multifunctional Concept

               A provider where you can manage all your online transactions

            

         

         
            
               
                  
               

               Transactions free of charge

               You can send internal coins to friends and acquaintances

            

         

         
            
               
                  
               

               Secure

               We implement the latest blockchain technology, employing top level encryption across all of our services

            

         

      

   



   
      ROADMAP 

      


      
         
            
               
            

            
               PRIVATE SALE FINISHED

            

            
         

         
         
            
               
            

            
               30.05.18 - 20.06.18
PRE-ICO FINISHED

            

            
         

         
         
            
               
            

            
               20.06.18 - 18.07.18
ICO FINISHED

            

            
         

         
         
            
               
            

            
               Q4 2018
INFRASTRUCTURE

            

         

         
            
               
            

            
               Q1 2019
BETA WALLET / APP

            

         

         
            
               
            

            
               Q2 2019
OFFICIAL WALLET

            

         

         
            
               
            

            
               Q3 2019
SHOPERA BETA

            

         

         
            
               
            

            
               Q4 2019
OFFICIAL SHOPERA VERSION

            

         

         
            
               
            

            
               Q1 2020
ONLINESHOP APP

            

         

         
            
               
            

            
               Q1 2020
API INTERFACE

            

         

         
            
               
            

            
               Q2 2020
CARDERA

            

         

         
            
               
            

            
               Q3 2020
CHARITY

            

         

      

      
         
            Note: Dear prospectives and supporters, please keep in mind that the timeline of our roadmap will shrink drastically by reaching the hardcap.         
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         In recent years, cryptocurrencies have performed better than any traditional investment ever known. Bitcoin, for example, surged by 540,000% in value over the space of a decade.
      


      
         From being dismissed as a joke currency in the early days, cryptocurrencies are now becoming a staple of mainstream life. So much so, that they’ve even become the national currency of countries like El Salvador. 
      


      
         But cryptocurrency isn’t just for investing. It’s rapidly becoming a popular option for making daily transactions. But where to make them? That’s where Payera.io comes in.
      


      
         Trustworthy, eco-friendly, and fast-moving, the mission of Payera is to become a leading cryptocurrency platform that allows digital currency enthusiasts to make cryptocurrency transactions with ease in a safe and beginner-friendly environment. 
      


      
         But how does it all work? Let’s explain some of the best features that have made Payera one of the most promising new additions to the crypto scene:
      


      	
            Payera users are given access to a cutting-edge crypto wallet and address that allows them to receive digital currencies from anywhere in the world, fast and without fees.
         
	
            Payera has partnered with a wide range of trustworthy stores that accept cryptocurrencies as payment, so users can spend their digital currencies with ease in any of the partner stores.
         
	
            Merchants can advertise their products to the enormous cryptocurrency market and expand their customer base.
         




      
         From no fees to revolutionary business tools, this is the future of making purchases with cryptocurrencies. Don’t miss out!
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               Answers to frequently asked questions

            

            
               
                  What exactly is an ICO?

                  ICO is a method to fund an enterprise. The so-called „initial coin offerings“ can be partly compared with an initial edition of commercial papers on the stock market. ICO is a possibility to purchase tokens for projects in the blockchain-ecosystem through crowdfunding. Supporters and investors purchase the project’s token and will be able to trade according to the listings with the purchased token on different platforms.

               

               
                  What is the pre-sale for?

                  We will start the pre-ICO phase to observe the community’s interests. The results of this investigation will be used for internal purposes in order to extend our market strategy, and – as a consequence-  to be able to act better in the ICO.

               

               
                  Why ICO?

                  
                     	In general, ICO is used as a help for the realization of the project and to cover the costs of the enterprise while there is no turnover yet.
	ICO will be used to increase the international support and built up marketing teams.
	ICO will enforce the sections product development and market analysis.


                  

               

               
                  Will there be a bonus during the ICO?

                  During the ICO crowdsale, there will be a referral bonus of 25%. You will receive the bonus 14 days after the ending of the ICO. In order to get the latest information please follow the ICO site or our social media channels.

               

               
                  What is the difference to similar providers on the market?

                  
                     With PAYERA, SHOPERA and CARDERA we offer a solution for sellers and crypto-users which is not existent on the market yet. Nowadays in times of digitalization, it is indispensable for enterprises to be flexible. Our concept is based on the concept of the most successful and most known e-commerce enterprise in the Asian region which works with a similar Fiat concept. We also offer buyer’s protection for goods and services.                  

               

               
                  How does PAYERA earn money in the long term?

                  Similar to other providers we introduced various fees in our three concepts whereas we made sure that our fees will be lower than those of other payment systems.

               

               
                  What are the main targets in the first three years?

                  
                     	at least 6 million private users
	at least 100 thousand international registered business accounts
	to generate an international young power team in the sections distribution and marketing
	progression and research in the section blockchain-technology
	to build up an international foundation team


                  

               

               
                  Will there be a recommendation program (Affiliate) after the ICO?

                  Yes! We have come up with something really special you also can benefit from. It is a win-win situation for all participating parties. Further information you can find in the whitepaper.

               

               
                  When and on which platforms is PERA going to be listed?

                  We already are in contact with some reputable exchange platforms. We plan to be listed on the first exchange platforms in the latest 20 days after the ICO has been closed down.

               

               
                  Has the decision already been made for the Ethereum Casper protocol?

                  We always opt for the latest,  most effective and most ecological technologies. Should the Ethereum development team not conclude the casper protocol test phases until our start of the ICO, we will implement the conventional ERC233 protocol into our token for the time being.

               

               
                  
                  
                  
                  
               
               
                  
                     Where and when will the pre-sale phase start?

                     
                        The pre-sale phase will start through our website www.Payera.io on 30.05.2021 at 14.00 o’clock GMT/UTC +1.                     

                  

                  
                     Where and when will the ICO crowdsale take place?

                     
                        The ICO crowdsale will start through our webseite www.Payera.io on 20.06.2020 at 14.00 o’clock GMT/UTC +1.                     

                  

                  
                     How do I get my PERA token?

                     Register at www.PAYERA.io to gain access to your personal portal. Choose one of the supported payment methods, and submit it for processing. Your PERA tokens should show up within few minutes. A short tutorial will be posted shortly.

                  

                  
                     Which payment methods will be accepted?

                      Ethereum, Bitcoin, Litecoin and  Dash  are the only payment methods being accepted during the ICO.                     

                  

                  
                     Who will be excluded from the ICO?

                     Due to the US-laws, and regulations we, unfortunately, have to exclude all US citizens and persons with their residence in the USA. Thank you for your understanding. 

                  

                  
                     What is the minimum investment?

                     
                        In the Pre ICO phase, the minimum investment is $ 1000. 
 During the ICO phase, the minimum investment is $ 100                     

                  

                  
                     What happens after having reached the target of the ICO?

                     
                        We constantly observe our roadmap and step by step we are going to realize all the projects we have targeted. PAYERA, SHOPERA, and CARDERA are going to be built up and after a successful test phase, they will become marketable.                     

                  

                  
                     Where is the head office of PAYERA?

                     
                        PAYERA’s head office located in Singapore. The IT- and marketing offices are in Germany, the designer team is from Russia. Our consultants and further assistants are spread all over the world: USA, Singapore, Germany, South-Korea, Ukraine, Russia, United Kingdom and Turkey.                     

                  

                  
                     What will happen to all unsold tokens?

                     
                        All unsold tokens allocated for ICO sale will be burned.                     

                  

                  
                     Is there any commission?

                     
                        People who inform us about any non-conformance or security gaps will receive a commission. We also reward interesting suggestions for improvements.                     

                  

                  
                     Which wallets can I use to receive the tokens?

                     
                        You can send BTC or ETH directly from an exchange, but you need to provide an Ethereum token receipt address that is ERC20 compatible and is not hosted on an exchange. Please refer to compatible wallets and the sample transaction flow in the Knowledge Base below.                     

                  

                  
                     I provided Ethereum token receipt address from an incompatible wallet but I have the private key, can I still get my tokens?

                     
                        Yes, see instructions for handling of the private key of incompatible wallets below.                     

                  

                  
                     I do not have the private key, can I still get my tokens?

                     
                        You must get in touch with us about correction to your token receipt address before the token distribution ends. Please email info@payera.io with all information regarding your payment including transaction ID and email. However, we are not responsible for any delays, losses, costs, expenses, or other issues relating to or arising from the loss of your private key or any other access credentials.                     

                  

                  
                     I didn’t use enough gas, what can I do?

                     
                        The transaction should have been rejected or not mined, your balance has not changed. Please try again with enough gas (normally the value suggested by your ETH wallet = 21,000).                     

                  

                  
                     I sent ETH directly from an exchange, what can I do?

                     
                        You can send ETH from an exchange, your transaction will be correctly identified and processed. However, you need to provide an Ethereum token receipt address that is not hosted on an exchange. In case you have provided a token receipt address which is hosted on an exchange, or you don’t have its private key, you must get in touch with us about correction to your token receipt address before the token distribution ends. Please email info@payera.io with all information regarding your payment including transaction ID and email. However, we are not responsible for any delays, losses, costs, expenses, or other issues relating to or arising from this situation.                     

                  

                  
                     Where can I purchase ETH?

                     
                        There are many exchanges that sell Ethereum for fiat or cryptocurrency, these include: Coinbase, Poloniex, Kraken, Bitstamp, Bitfinex, Bittrex, Cex.io                     

                  

                  
                     Where can I purchase BTC?

                     
                        There are many exchanges that sell Bitcoin for fiat or cryptocurrency, these include: Coinbase, Poloniex, Kraken, Bitstamp, Bitfinex, Bittrex, Cex.io                     
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